
PALAU DE MARICEL 

Museus de Sitges

Spaces rent
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History

The Maricel Palace, located in the historic center of Sitges,

is part of Maricel's 19th-century (Noucentisme) architectural

and artistic ensemble (1910-1918).

The Palace was built from 1913 to 1915 by American

industrialist and art collector Charles Deering to house his

art collections.

 

Its halls and terraces are currently used for cultural and

institutional activities as well as for meetings, receptions

and congresses.



EMBLEMATIC
INTERIOR SPACES

The Gold Room, with a sumptuous

decoration, is where protocol

events, receptions, official civil

weddings, concerts and gala

dinners are held. 

It’s the largest capacity, offering

100 assistants in theatre-type

montage. It’s stage for weddings,

photo shoots, filming,

presentations or gala dinners.

The Blue Room, with its sharper

furnishings and decoration, is

equipped and prepared for

presentations, meetings and

conferences.



EMBLEMATIC
EXTERIOR
SPACES

The Maricel Palace

has two outdoor spaces - from

where there’s a splendid

panoramic view of the

Mediterranean- the Terraces

and the Cloister, prepared to

celebrate appetizers,

cocktails or coffee-break for

symposium, commemorative

days, meetings and events.



The Maricel Palace is one of the most

unique buildings in Sitges. Integrated

in Maricel's artistic and monumental

ensemble, it’s also known as Maricel

de Terra, to differentiate it from the

Museum, also known as Maricel de

Mar.

With a markedly nineteenth-century

style (Noucentista), the different

rooms are distinguished by a singular

decoration that accentuates their

character.



USES
The Palace currently has a triple

function: on the one hand, it’s the venue

for institutional and cultural events of

considerable importance in the civic and

cultural life of Sitges, such as concerts,

conferences or presentations. On the

other hand, some of its spaces host

events of organizations and companies

that rent their use, as well as civil

weddings. 

And finally, the rooms, the terrace and

the cloister are accessible to the guided

visits that Museums of Sitges

organizes many Sundays.

The majestic Gold

Room is the space used by Museums of

Sitges to organize different academic

sessions, conferences and cultural

presentations.



Capacities  Theatre

Saló́ d'Or 90 pax

Saló́ Blau 70 pax

Terrasses

Claustre

 Banquet

100 pax

60 pax

Cocktail

120 pax

100 pax

120 pax

60 pax

90 pax90 pax

35 pax

20 pax

U
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Measures

Saló́ d'Or 139 m2

Saló́ Blau 114 m2

Terrasses

Claustre

5,30 m

4,60 m

*

126 m2

M
2

70 m2
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Contact

Mònica Porta: portagm@diba.cat

Telf. +34 93 894 03 64 ext.2

Centre Cultural Miramar
Carrer Davallada, 12- 3era planta

08870 Sitges

Isabel Eroles: erolessi@diba.cat

www.museusdesitges.cat


